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Abstract
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Personally identifiable information (PII) can find its way into cyberspace through various channels,

and many potential sources can leak such information. Data sharing (e.g. cross-agency data sharing)

for machine learning and analytics is one of the important components in data science. However, due

to privacy concerns, data should be enforced with strong privacy guarantees before sharing. Different

privacy-preserving approaches were developed for privacy preserving data sharing; however, identify-

ing the best privacy-preservation approach for the privacy-preservation of a certain dataset is still a

challenge. Different parameters can influence the efficacy of the process, such as the characteristics

of the input dataset, the strength of the privacy-preservation approach, and the expected level of

utility of the resulting dataset (on the corresponding data mining application such as classification).

This paper presents a framework named Privacy Preservation as a Service (PPaaS) to reduce this

complexity. The proposed method employs selective privacy preservation via data perturbation and

looks at different dynamics that can influence the quality of the privacy preservation of a dataset.

PPaaS includes pools of data perturbation methods, and for each application and the input dataset,

PPaaS selects the most suitable data perturbation approach after rigorous evaluation. It enhances the

usability of privacy-preserving methods within its pool; it is a generic platform that can be used to

sanitize big data in a granular, application-specific manner by employing a suitable combination of

diverse privacy-preserving algorithms to provide a proper balance between privacy and utility.
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1. Introduction1

Cyberspace users cannot easily avoid the possibility of their identity being incorporated in data2

that exposes various aspects of their lives [1]. Our day-to-day life activities are tracked by smart3

devices, and the unavoidable exposure of personally identifiable information (PII) such as fingerprint,4

facial features can lead to massive privacy loss. The heavy use of PII in social networks, in the health-5

care industry, and by insurance companies, in smart grids makes privacy protection of PII extremely6

complex. Literature shows more than a few methods to address the growing concerns related to user7

privacy. Among these methods, disclosure control of microdata has become widely popular in the8

domain of data mining [1]; it works by applying different privacy-preserving mechanisms to the data9

before releasing them for analysis. Privacy-preserving data mining (PPDM) applies disclosure control10

to data mining in order to preserve privacy while generating knowledge [1].11

The main approaches to PPDM use data perturbation (modification) or encryption; literature shows12

a plethora of privacy preservation approaches under these two categories [2]. There has been more in-13

terest in data perturbation due to its lower complexity compared to encryption. Additive perturbation,14

random rotation, geometric perturbation, randomized response, random projection, microaggregation,15

hybrid perturbation, data condensation, data wrapping, data rounding, and data swapping are some16

examples of basic data perturbation algorithms, which show different behavior on different applica-17

tions and datasets [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. We can also find a number of hybrid approaches that combine basic18

perturbation approaches.19

The availability of many privacy preservation approaches has its drawback: the selection of the20

optimal perturbation algorithm for a particular problem can be quite complex; Figure 1 shows different21

constraints that need to be considered. Different characteristics of privacy models (e.g. k-anonymity,22

l-diversity, t-closeness, differential privacy ([2])), different properties of privacy preservation algorithms23

(e.g. geometric perturbation, data condensation, randomized response), different dynamics of the input24

data (e.g. the statistical properties, the dimensions), and different types of applications at hand (e.g.25

data clustering, deep learning) are examples of the attributes that influence the effectiveness of privacy26

preservation and the usability of the results. At the same time, this diversity enables the selection27

of the privacy preservation algorithm that best suits a particular application. There is no generic28

approach to identify the exact levels of privacy loss vs. utility loss, given a list of privacy preservation29

algorithms on specific applications and datasets. Furthermore, many privacy preservation approaches30

fall out of favour because their applicability is not properly identified. We introduce a new approach31
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named “Privacy Preservation as a Service ” (PPaaS) that employs a novel strategy to apply customized32

perturbation based on the requirements of the problem at hand and the characteristics of the input33

dataset.34
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Figure 1: Complexity of selecting the best privacy preservation approach for a particular application/ database

PPaaS presents a unified service that understands data requesters’ needs and data owners’ (who35

have full access privileges to the raw input databases which are represented by the lowest layer Figure36

4) requirements; it can facilitate privacy-preserving data sharing and can identify the best data per-37

turbation approach. While an exhaustive analysis of all privacy protection methods for a given set of38

data is not feasible, a quantitative evaluation of selected relevant methods can significantly improve39

the efficacy of privacy protection. An appropriate set of performance and security metrics describes40

the quality of such a service, which is used to tailor the best privacy preservation to stakeholders’41

needs. The proposed framework collects efficient privacy preservation methods into a pool and applies42

the approach that best suits both data owner and data requester to the data before making the data43

available. The selection of the best perturbed dataset is done based on attack resistance analysis44

integrated into privacy and utility evaluation using a fuzzy inference system (FIS).45
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1.1. Rationale and technical novelty46

Developing generic privacy-preserving methods for data mining and statistics is challenging due47

to the large number of constraints that need to be considered. As the complexity of the applications48

increases, generic approaches often end up with low utility or low privacy ([8]). Many researchers49

try to overcome this by focusing on a distinct objective (e.g privacy in deep learning) ([9, 10]). As a50

result, there are a number of algorithms for some areas such as deep learning, with many viable privacy51

preservation solutions ([11]). The algorithms having unique features and characteristics, choosing the52

best one for a particular case can be highly complex.53

PPaaS reduces the burden of choosing the optimal privacy-preserving algorithm and providing54

the best protection for the application and dataset at hand by introducing a unified service for the55

purpose. Since there can be more than one method appropriate for a particular application and56

dataset, empirical evaluation is utilized in this process. PPaaS manages a pool of data perturbation57

algorithms suitable for particular applications and a pool of potential data reconstruction attacks58

that can reconstruct the original data from perturbed data. When a certain application/dataset is59

presented, PPaaS assesses the data perturbation algorithms and produces a unified metric named60

fuzzy index (FI) derived from a fuzzy model. Conventionally, a fuzzy model is used to model the61

vagueness and impreciseness of information in a real-world problem using fuzzy sets. In PPaaS, we use62

a fuzzy model to select the best perturbed dataset based on privacy, attack resistance, and utility from63

the corresponding perturbed instances. PPaaS utilizes only robust privacy preservation approaches64

for data perturbation in order to avoid potential data reconstruction attacks on the perturbed data.65

Privacy protection is aiming at reducing the leakage of information in responses to legitimate queries.66

However, it was shown that the existing privacy preservation approaches are still vulnerable to different67

privacy attacks [12]. The attack resistance module of PPaaS is responsible for evaluating the robustness68

of a particular perturbed dataset against different attacks. We measure the robustness/resistance of a69

particular perturbed dataset against data reconstruction attacks and generate a minimum guarantee70

or resistance (MGR); the higher the miminum guarantee, the better the perturbation algorithm used71

for the perturbation of the dataset. We use quantitative definitions of utility and privacy along with72

MGR as inputs to the Fuzzy model. The higher the fuzzy index, the better the balance between73

privacy and utility under the given circumstances. The release of a particular output depends on74

a configurable threshold value of the corresponding FI. If the required threshold is not reached, the75

application of the corresponding pool is assessed repeatedly with different algorithms and parameters76
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until one of the privacy preservation algorithms in the pool generates a satisfactory FI (≥ threshold77

FI) for an application and dataset or the user-defined maximum number of iterations reached. With78

this approach, users are guaranteed to be given the best possible privacy preservation while providing79

optimal utility.80

2. Literature81

Data privacy focuses on impeding the estimation of the original data from the sanitized data, while82

utility concentrates on preserving application-specific properties and information ([13]). It has been83

noted that privacy preservation mechanisms decrease utility in general, i.e. they reduce utility to84

improve privacy, and finding a trade-off between privacy protection and data utility is an important85

issue ([14]). In fact, privacy and utility are often conflicting requirements: privacy-preserving algo-86

rithms provide privacy at the expense of utility. Privacy is often preserved by modifying or perturbing87

the original data, and a common way of measuring the utility of a privacy-preserving method is to88

investigate perturbation biases ([15]). This bias is the difference between the result of a query on the89

perturbed data and the result of the same query on the original data. Wilson et al. examined different90

data perturbation methods and identified Type A, B, C, and D biases, along with an additional bias91

named Data Mining (DM) bias ([15]). Type A bias occurs when the perturbation of a given attribute92

causes summary measures to change. Type B bias is the result of the perturbation changing the93

relationships between confidential attributes, while in case of Type C bias, the relationship between94

confidential and non-confidential attributes changes. Type D bias means that the underlying distribu-95

tion of the data was affected by the sanitization process. If Type DM bias exists, data mining tools96

will perform less accurately on the perturbed data than they would on the original dataset.97

An investigation of existing privacy preservation approaches also suggests that they often suffer98

from utility or privacy issues when they are considered for generic applications ([2]). Methods such99

as additive perturbation with noise (for differentially private data) can produce low utility due to the100

highly randomized nature of added noise ([16, 6]). Randomized response, another privacy preservation101

approach, has the same issue and produces low utility data due to high randomization ([7]). Methods102

such as multivariate microaggregation provide low usability due to the complexity introduced by its103

NP-hard nature ([3]). Data condensation provides an efficient solution to privacy preservation of data104

streams; however, the quality of data degrades as the data grows, eventually leading to low utility ([17]).105

Many of the multi-dimensional approaches, such as rotation perturbation and geometric perturbation,106
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introduce high computational complexity and take unacceptably long time to execute ([18, 19]). This107

means that such methods in their default settings are not feasible for high dimensional data such as big108

data and data streams. A structured approach is needed, which can provide a practically applicable109

solution for selecting the best privacy preservation approach for a given application or dataset.110

Several works have looked at the connection between privacy, utility, and usability. Bertino et al.111

proposed a framework for evaluating privacy-preserving data mining algorithms; for each algorithm,112

they focused on assessing the quality of the sanitized data ([17]). Other frameworks aim at providing113

environments for dealing with sensitive data. Sharemind is a shared multi-party computation environ-114

ment allowing secret data-sharing ([20]). FRAPP is a matrix-theoretic framework aimed at helping115

the design of privacy-preserving random perturbation schemes ([21]). Thuraisingham et al. went one116

step further; they provide a vision for designing a framework that measures both the privacy and utility117

of multiple privacy-preserving techniques. They also provide insight into balancing privacy and utility118

in order to provide better privacy preservation ([22]). However, these frameworks neither provide a119

solution to the problem of dealing with numerous privacy preservation algorithms nor provide proper120

quantification of data utility and privacy for a particular application of the dataset at hand.121

3. Background122

Choosing the most appropriate data perturbation algorithm out of many algorithms is the primary123

challenge addressed by the proposed approach. The proposed framework named PPaaS aims to select124

the optimal perturbation algorithm that, when applied to a particular dataset, provides a proper125

balance between privacy and utility. This section discusses the different components involved in the126

conceptual development of PPaaS. Data perturbation is the process of modifying data using a certain127

mechanism (e.g. noise addition, geometric transformation, randomization) to prevent third parties128

from identifying the owners of data while performing important data analytics. A perturbed dataset’s129

key property is its indistinguishability from the original data due to maintaining the same format. A130

third-party would not have the immediate impression of accessing a different dataset than the original131

dataset, as opposed to accessing an encrypted database. However, as all analytics are carried out on132

perturbed data, a certain utility level of the perturbed data must be maintained. Hence, enabling133

enough utility while maintaining enough privacy is the main challenge in data perturbation, in other134

words, proper balance between privacy and utility has to be maintained. Due to these dynamics, a135

perturbed dataset is expected to leak some information. A privacy model theoretically defines the level136
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of privacy offered by a perturbation algorithm. It is important to understand the theoretical guarantees137

provided by a particular perturbation algorithm, as it provides an initial impression of the robustness138

of the corresponding perturbation algorithm. Besides, perturbed datasets can be vulnerable to data139

reconstruction attacks (a type of privacy attack). A data reconstruction attack tries to exploit the140

information leaked from a perturbed dataset with the purpose of reconstructing the original data. It is141

also essential to identify the resistance of a specific perturbed dataset to data reconstruction attacks,142

in order to provide an empirical guarantee towards the robustness of the perturbation applied to the143

dataset.144

3.1. Perturbation Algorithms145

A data perturbation algorithm’s main functionality is to modify the original input data before146

releasing them to a third-party (e.g. an analyst) to limit possible privacy leaks or attacks by adver-147

saries. Since the modified data are not subjected to any format conversion as in data encryption, data148

perturbation has lower time and space complexity compared to cryptographic approaches (e.g. fully149

homomorphic encryption), which are used to enforce a high level of privacy. However, for the same150

reason, data perturbation still results in a certain level of data leak, which needs to be carefully eval-151

uated to restrict unanticipated privacy leaks. Data perturbation can be categorized into two classes:152

(1) input data perturbation, and (2) output data perturbation. Input data perturbation is also called153

local data perturbation, whereas output data perturbation is also called global data perturbation. As154

shown in Figure 2, in input data perturbation approaches (represented on the right-hand side of the155

figure), data perturbation is performed on the data when they leave the data owners.156
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Figure 2: Global data perturbation Vs. Local data perturbation.

In output data perturbation approaches (represented on the left-hand side of the figure), a trusted157

curator applies data perturbation to analysis query results that were obtained by running queries on158

original data. Both input and output perturbation are often used. However, in an untrusted setting159

where only malicious parties are present, input data perturbation is preferred. Input perturbation160

applies higher randomization, hence input perturbation is considered to provide better privacy than161

output perturbation [23], while, for the same reason, output perturbation often produces better util-162

ity. Input perturbation can be divided further into unidimensional perturbation and multidimensional163

perturbation [6]. Additive perturbation [24], microaggregation [3], randomized response [7], round-164

ing [25], data swapping [4] and resampling [26] are examples of unidimensional input perturbation.165

Data condensation [27], random rotation [18], geometric perturbation [19], random projection [28],166

sketch-based approach [29] are a few examples of multidimensional perturbation approaches. The167

merge of several forms of perturbation together is referred to as hybrid perturbation [5]. Output per-168

turbation is achieved using approaches such as noise addition [9] and exponential mechanism [30]. In169

PPaaS, we use the trusted curator scenario as PPaaS wants a trusted curator to conduct the process170

of selecting the best perturbation instance out of multiple perturbation instances based on the dy-171

namics of the original dataset. However, PPaaS employs input perturbation algorithms in applying172
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perturbation over input datasets, where the perturbation is conducted over the entire dataset at once.173

3.2. Privacy Models174

A privacy model/privacy definition specifies the limits of private information disclosure by a certain175

perturbation mechanism [31]; k− anonymity, l− diversity, (α, k)− anonymity, t− closeness [32, 33]176

are examples of earlier privacy models. A database provides k − anonymity if the data is indistinct177

from a minimum of (k − 1) records [34]. l − diversity was introduced to overcome the issues of178

k − anonymity by improving the diversity and to reduce the homogeneity of sensitive attributes [35].179

A k−anonymous database provides l−diversity if each equivalent class has at least l well-represented180

values for each sensitive attribute [35]. A database provides t − closeness if the difference of values181

between a sensitive attribute in any equivalence class and the distribution of the attributes in the whole182

database is no more than t [33]. However, these models and their improvements show vulnerability183

to privacy attacks such as minimality attack [36], composition based attacks [37], and foreground184

knowledge [38]. Compared to previous privacy definitions, differential privacy (DP) provides a strong185

privacy model that is trusted to provide a better level of privacy guarantee compared to previous186

privacy models [39, 40, 41, 42]. A randomized algorithm A satisfies ε-LDP if for all pairs of users’187

inputs v1 and v2 and for all Q ⊆ Range(A), and for (ε ≥ 0) Equation (1) holds. Range(A) is the set188

of all possible outputs of the randomized algorithm A.189

Pr[A(v1) ∈ Q] ≤ exp(ε) Pr[A(v2) ∈ Q] (1)

3.3. Privacy Attacks190

Effective noise reconstruction techniques can significantly reduce the level of privacy in additive191

perturbation techniques [6]. Data perturbation approaches are vulnerable to various data reconstruc-192

tion attacks such as naive estimation, independent component analysis (ICA)-based attacks, known193

I/O attacks, eigenanalysis, distribution analysis attacks, and spectral filtering [43, 44]. A data recon-194

struction attack tries to reconstruct original input data from the perturbed data. Naive estimation195

explores the difference between perturbed and original data. Hence, a strong perturbation can provide196

enough resistance to naive inference. ICA-based attacks employ independent component analysis to197

reconstruct the original data [43]. Known I/O attacks assume that the attacker knows/has a specific198

portion of the original data and knows the mapping between the known data and its corresponding199

perturbed data [43]. The attacker can try to use this knowledge of mapping to reconstruct the rest200
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of the original data from the perturbed data [43]. Eigenanalysis-based attacks try to filter out the201

random noise from the perturbed data by analyzing the eigenvectors of the data. Spectral filtering,202

singular value decomposition (SVD) filtering, and principal component analysis (PCA) filtering are203

three examples of eigenanalysis-based attacks [16]. Distribution analysis attacks try to reconstruct204

the probability density function of the original data [43]. For example, microaggregation to a single205

variable (univariate microaggregation) is vulnerable to transparency attacks when the published data206

includes information about the protection method and its parameters [3]. These attacks demand that207

new data perturbation approaches be more robust in advanced adversarial settings to provide sufficient208

resilience against such attacks.209

3.4. Fuzzy Inference Systems210

The proposed framework (PPaaS) uses fuzzy logic to derive a final score (named as the fuzzy index:211

FI) to the overall quality of privacy, attack resistance, and utility of a perturbed dataset. Fuzzy logic is212

a logical system that provides the capability to design real-world problems as human-thinking-oriented213

computational paradigms. Fuzzy logic is a precise approach that allows the modeling of impreciseness214

of the features such as big, hot, and slow, using a multi-valued approach as opposed to classical logic215

that is based on 1 and 0 (binary). Hence, fuzzy logic is termed as a precise logic of imprecision. As216

shown in Figure 3, fuzzification, rule evaluation, and defuzzification are the three main steps of a217

conventional fuzzy inference system. Fuzzy logic has been used to solve many real-world problems,218

including fuzzy automatic transmission, hand-writing recognition, and voice recognition. Besides,219

fuzzy logic can be used as an effective tool for ranking-based algorithms [45, 46]. PPaaS utilizes this220

capability of fuzzy logic to generate ranks for the overall quality of privacy, attack resistance, and221

utility of a perturbed data instance.222
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Figure 3: Basic flow of a fuzzy inference system
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4. Privacy Preservation as a Service223

We propose a novel approach named “Privacy Preservation as a Service (PPaaS)”, a generic frame-224

work that can be used to sanitize big data in a granular and application-specific manner. In this225

section, we give a detailed outline of the concept. The high diversity and specificity of privacy preser-226

vation methods presents complexities, such as finding a trade-off between privacy, attack resistance,227

and utility. As noted in Section 2, privacy preservation algorithms can suffer from different types of228

biases. For example, a particular sanitization algorithm used for privacy-preserving classification may229

not have DM bias, but it may suffer from Type B and D biases, while another one has only Type B230

bias, and a third one has DM bias. Different applications may tolerate different types of bias, and231

there is no general rule. These biases govern the utility of a perturbed dataset. Besides, a perturbed232

dataset can be vulnerable to different data reconstruction attacks. It is essential to investigate the233

attack resistance of a perturbed dataset. A mechanism that identifies the best perturbed instance of234

an input dataset based on privacy, attack resistance, and utility is essential.235
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Figure 4: Privacy preservation as a service (PPaaS) for big data.

The primary intuition of PPaaS is that different privacy preservation algorithms are suitable for236

different data owner requirements (privacy and performance) and different data requester needs (utility237

and usability). A unified service of data sanitization for big data can provide an interactive solution238

for this problem. PPaaS can choose the most suitable privacy preservation algorithm for a particular239
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analysis at hand. The architecture of PPaaS is presented in Figure 4. It is implemented as a web-based240

framework that can operate in a web service cluster. The scalability necessary for big data processing241

is achieved using APIs such as Spark/PySpark ([47]) (as the primary implementation language was242

Python) with a clean build design adapted with a Model-View-Controller (MVC) web framework. As243

Figure 4 shows, the framework consists of four distinct layers: (1) the database management layer, (2)244

the application-based privacy preservation API, (3) the algorithm-based data reconstruction attack245

layer, and (4) the privacy preservation logic dispatcher layer.246

The privacy preservation module consists of pools of application logic (e.g. classification and247

association mining), and pools of privacy preservation algorithms (e.g. matrix multiplication, additive248

perturbation) and pools of data reconstruction attacks. The PPaaS privacy preservation module249

integrates a collection of privacy preservation algorithms into a collection of pools where each pool250

represents a particular class of data mining/analysis algorithms. The enlargement of the red circle in251

Figure 4 shows a possible collection of sub-pools of privacy preservation algorithms for classification.252

For instance, rotation perturbation (RP) ([48]) can be integrated into the ”Generic” sub-pool of pool1:253

Classification (refer to the red circles in Figure 4), as it provides better accuracy towards a collection254

of classification algorithms. A particular pool may have several subdivisions to enable the synthesis255

of new data sanitization methods that are tailored to more specific requirements. Similarly, the pools256

of data reconstruction attacks are also listed to be tested against perturbed data instances of input257

datasets. The database management layer provides the necessary services for uniform data formatting.258

Figure 5 represents the pool engagements between privacy preservation algorithms (data perturbation)259

and data reconstruction attack approaches. During the analysis, PPaaS selects the corresponding data260

perturbation approaches and the related data reconstruction attacks based on the corresponding pool261

classifications. In the proposed concept, privacy preservation is discussed in terms of data perturbation.262

The following sections use ”privacy preservation” and ”perturbation” interchangeably, referring to the263

same objective.264
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A data owner/curator can utilize the framework to impose privacy on a particular dataset for265

a particular application by using the best privacy preservation approach from a pool of available266

algorithms. In the proposed setting, PPaaS requires a trusted curator to identify the query or the267

analysis requests for a given dataset, and run the PPaaS logic for the corresponding application (e.g.268

deep learning ([49])). The curator/data owner accesses the data and applies privacy preservation269

(perturbation) to the data or dataset according to the users’ requirements.270
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A request for a dataset under a 
specific application (e.g. deep learning)

select the corresponding pool / sub-pool of
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Select the dataset that returns the highest FI,
(FIopt) = max(FI1, FI2,...FIk)

[TRUE]

[FALSE]
    FIopt>FIT

Generate Fuzzy Index (FI) using the utility and
privacy measurements for the corresponding

privacy preservation algorithm

Generate perturbed instances of datasets

Run the corresponding pools of attack
approaches

Figure 6: Flow of events in application specific privacy preservation of PPaaS

PPaaS investigates three key aspects: (1) understanding the data owner/producer requirements for271

privacy, (2) understanding the data requester/consumer utility needs, and (3) selecting and applying272

the optimum privacy-preserving algorithm to the data. Next, the perturbed instances of the input273

dataset are tested against the most suitable pool of data reconstruction/privacy attacks. Besed on274

the performance, the attack experiment analysis generates a minimum guarantee of resistance(MGR).275

Finally, the result of applying privacy preservation to a particular dataset is assessed using a FIS276

(Fuzzy Inference System) based fuzzy metric (named the fuzzy index or FI), which is a single metric to277

evaluate the balance between privacy and utility provided by the corresponding privacy preservation278

algorithm. Fig 6 shows the main flow of PPaaS in releasing a perturbed dataset with a customized279

application of privacy-preservation. The data curator will receive a request for a certain operation280

on the underlying dataset. For example, this request can be for deep learning on a medical dataset281
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that is maintained by the corresponding data owner. The data owner forwards the request to the282

PPaaS framework, which will select the corresponding pool/sub-pool of privacy preservation algorithms283

allocated under deep learning. In the example, this pool may include the following algorithms: local284

differentially private approaches, geometric data perturbation approaches, random projection-based285

data perturbation approaches, which are suitable for producing high utility for deep learning. Next,286

PPaaS sequentially applies the corresponding pool of privacy preservation algorithms. Then, PPaaS287

runs the corresponding pool of data reconstruction algorithms on each of the perturbed data instances288

to generate a minimum guarantee of attack resistance for each perturbed dataset. Based on the289

results, PPaaS generates a fuzzy index for each perturbed data instance (perturbation algorithm). If290

a particular pool has four privacy preservation algorithms, PPaaS will produce for perturbed data291

instances, which will result in 4 FI values. Next, the PPaaS will select the perturbed dataset with292

the highest FI, because the corresponding dataset provides the best balance between privacy, attack293

resistance, and utility.294

PPaaS uses a fuzzy inference system (FIS) to generate the fuzzy index. Privacy, minimum guarantee295

of attack resistance (MGR) and utility are the only inputs to the FIS that generates a final score, that is,296

the fuzzy index (FI). FI is a quantitative rank that rates the complete process of privacy preservation297

upon a particular dataset for a given application. A heuristic approach was followed in defining the298

fuzzy rules that focused on maintaining a balance between privacy, attack resistance, and utility. The299

universe of discourse of the inputs and output ranges from 0 to 1. A higher FI value suggests that the300

final dataset has high privacy, attack resistance, and utility with a good balance between them. The301

PPaaS dispatcher investigates the value of FI corresponding to a particular process of sanitization,302

compares it with a user-defined balance guarantee, FIT that is taken as an input parameter from the303

data owner. If FIopt > FIT , the dataset will be released to the data requester, where FIopt is the304

maximum FI generated by the pool. Otherwise, the PPaaS will reapply the random perturbation305

algorithm to find a better solution that satisfies FIT requirement.306

A fuzzy inference system (FIS) takes several inputs and generates a certain output based on evalu-307

ating a collection of specified rules, which are expressed as fuzzy rules (refer to Section 3.4). In an FIS,308

the first step is to apply fuzzification to the input variables. Fuzzification maps inputs to values from309

0 to 1 using a collection of membership functions. There are different types of membership functions310

that can be used for this step. Triangular, Trapezoidal, Piecewise linear, Gaussian, and Singleton are311

some examples of such membership functions. The most suitable membership function and its range312
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and shape for a particular problem need to be selected based on the problem’s dynamics in the cor-313

responding environment and the domain expert’s knowledge. Figure 7 represents the fuzzification of314

an input variable (e.g. privacy) using two membership functions that represent two levels (LOW and315

HIGH) of the input. LOW is represented using a triangular membership function, whereas HIGH is316

represented using a Trapezoidal MF. In this plot (refer to Figure 7), µinput quantifies the corresponding317

input’s (xi) degree of membership.318
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Defuzzification OutputsInputs
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Rules
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Input set
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Output set
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MEDIUM

(AND)
MEDIUM

(AND)
HIGH

LOW
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HIGH
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(MIN) (MIN)

(MIN) (MIN)

1

0

LOW MEDIUM HIGH

Figure 7: An instance of an input variable definition

We need to first map privacy, attack resistance, and utility into fuzzy memberships. Figure 7 shows319

an example of mapping input values into fuzzy memberships, which allows the activation of rules that320

are in terms of linguistic variables. During this process, the membership functions allow the fuzzifier321

to determine the degree to which the input values belong to each membership function. For example,322

the figure shows the fuzzification of the input value, xi, which produces the two fuzzified membership323

(degree of membership) values , LOW(xi)=µ1 and HIGH(xi)=µ2. Figure 11 shows the mapping of the324

three inputs: privacy, attack resistance, utility, and the output: FI into fuzzy memberships (A more325

detailed explanation on PPaaS input and output fuzzification is included later).326

As shown in Figure 3, the second module of an FIS is the rule evaluation, which involves inference327

based on a collection of linguistic rules, which is also called the rule base. A rule is defined using328

the IF-THEN convention (e.g. IF input1 is HIGH AND input2 is LOW THEN output is MEDIUM329

). As shown in Figure 11, we can identify that all inputs and outputs of PPaaS has three levels of330

memberships (LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH). Assume that a particular FIS has two inputs (input1 and331

input2) and one output. If input1 and input2 have two membership levels each (e.g. LOW and HIGH)332

and the output with the levels LOW, MEDIUM, and HIGH, we can define an example rule-base, which333

is shown in Figure 8. Each box in the figure represents a rule where the value of a box represents the334

output variable’s membership for the corresponding rule.335
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Figure 8: Example rule base of a fuzzy inference system

The rule evaluation step (the inference engine) combines all fuzzy conclusions obtained by infer-336

encing the rules into a single conclusion. Each inference will suggest a different action. A simple337

MAX-MIN (OR-AND) operation of the selection can be used where the maximum fuzzy value of the338

inference is generally used as the final conclusion. For simplicity, let us consider both input1 and input2339

have the same function definitions represented in Figure 7. Let us consider that δ1, δ2 are the two mem-340

bership values returned by LOW and HIGH membership functions of input2 and δ1 < µ1 < µ2 < δ2.341

Assuming that we consider the AND (equivalent to MIN) operation between antecedents, we can ob-342

tain the final values for the output membership functions as represented in Figure 9. For the rules343

with the same consequent, the OR (MAX) operation between the corresponding consequent values is344

generally considered.345
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Figure 9: Rule evaluation based on the rule base
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Figure 10: Rule aggregation on the output variable
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As shown in Figure 10, we can use clipping (α-cut) and aggregate the rules to obtain the colored346

area in the membership levels in the output variable. In this figure, µoutput represents the output347

membership values (µ1, µ2, and δ1) obtained by the rule evaluation process (as depicted by Figure348

9). The final step of the fuzzy inference system is to apply defuzzification based on the aggregated349

shape of the output function. There are several defuzzification approaches; however, the most popular350

approach is the centroid-based technique, which finds the point where a vertical line would slice the351

aggregate set into two equal masses (the center of gravity: COG). Equation 2 can be used to obtain352

this value (COG), where x = output and µx = µoutput (refer to Figure 10).353

COG =

∫max

min
µxxdx∫max

min
µxdx

(2)

In the proposed framework (PPaaS), we define a FIS to take the three inputs: the minimum354

guarantee of privacy, MGR, and the minimum guarantee of utility to produce an output named fuzzy355

index (FI). FI provides an impression of the quality of the balance between privacy, attack resistance,356

and utility generated after perturbing a dataset using a privacy preservation algorithm. According to357

the domain knowledge, we already know that a good privacy preservation algorithm should enforce358

high privacy, high attack resistance while producing good utility (e.g. accuracy). Following this359

notion, FI should ideally provide high values only when the minimum guarantee of privacy, MGR,360

and the minimum guarantee of utility are high. In case one is high and the other is low, the FI361

should be a lower value. Hence, the fuzzy model should produce a rule-surface, as presented in Figure362

12. Considering all these dynamics between privacy, utility, and FI, we introduced three membership363

functions (LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH) for each variable. Next, we considered Gaussian functions for364

all the membership functions in the two input variables and output variables, as shown in Figure365

11. Finally, we defined the eleven rules given in Equation 3 to obtain the rule-surface depicted in366

Figure 12. As defined in the first three rules, the fuzzy inference engine will generate a low value for367

FI when any one of the three input parameters (“privacy”, “attack resistance”, and “utility”) take a368

low input value. This is to ensure that the lower the value of any one of the input parameters, the369

lower the FI value. Consequently, the remaining rules do not consider any rule combination where370

any one of the input parameters is LOW. Rule 5 to Rule 11 consider the dynamics of FI under all371

remaining combinations of membership levels (MEDIUM and HIGH). For example, Rule 4 considers372

the situation where “privacy”, “attack resistance”, and “utility” are MEDIUM , MEDIUM , and373

MEDIUM respectively, and under this situation FI is considered to result in MEDIUM values.374
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Figure 11: Fuzzy membership functions of the input/output variables

Rule 1: IF (privacy = LOW ) THEN (FI = LOW )

Rule 2: IF (attack resistance = LOW ) THEN (FI = LOW )

Rule 3: IF (utility = LOW ) THEN (FI = LOW )

Rule 4: IF (privacy = MEDIUM AND attack resistance = MEDIUM AND utility = MEDIUM) THEN (FI = MEDIUM)

Rule 5: IF (privacy = MEDIUM AND attack resistance = MEDIUM AND utility = HIGH) THEN (FI = MEDIUM)

Rule 6: IF (privacy = MEDIUM AND attack resistance = HIGH AND utility = MEDIUM) THEN (FI = MEDIUM)

Rule 7: IF (privacy = MEDIUM AND attack resistance = HIGH AND utility = HIGH) THEN (FI = HIGH)

Rule 8: IF (privacy = HIGH AND attack resistance = MEDIUM AND utility = MEDIUM) THEN (FI = MEDIUM)

Rule 9: IF (privacy = HIGH AND attack resistance = MEDIUM AND utility = HIGH) THEN (FI = HIGH)

Rule 10: IF (privacy = HIGH AND attack resistance = HIGH AND utility = MEDIUM) THEN (FI = HIGH)

Rule 11: IF (privacy = HIGH AND attack resistance = HIGH AND utility = HIGH) THEN (FI = HIGH)

(3)

Figure 12 depicts the rule surface of the fuzzy inference system (FIS), which is used to generate FI.375

It shows the change of FI when any two of the inputs (“privacy”, “attack resistance”, and “utility”)376

are varied while the third input is kept constant. Consequently, when Input 1 is “privacy”, Input 2377

can be “attack resistance” or “utility”. As shown in the figure, FIS generates higher values for FI378

when both utility and privacy are high, whereas for lower values of privacy and utility FI also stays379

at a lower level. As shown in the figure, the rule surface makes sure that a higher value of only one380

parameter (privacy, MGR, or utility) does not result in a higher value for FI. This property guarantees381

that the proposed PPaaS framework maintains a good balance between privacy, MGR, and utility.382
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Figure 12: Rule surface of the FIS

4.1. Privacy Metric (Privacy Quantification)383

During the application of each privacy preservation algorithm, the privacy will be quantified em-384

pirically using a multi-column privacy metric, considering that the input datasets are n-dimensional385

matrices. In the proposed setting, we assume that all the attributes of a particular dataset are equally386

important, and we ensure it by applying z-score normalization to the input datasets. Then we calcu-387

late the differential entropy between the perturbed and non-perturbed attributes of the datasets. The388

correlation of the data distributions of original data and reconstructed data can be effectively used to389

extract private information by guessing original data with a higher level of accuracy. Consequently,390

it is essential to take the data’s underlying distribution into account when quantifying the inherent391

privacy [50]. Differential entropy of a random variable provides an effective mechanism to quantify392

privacy by considering such side-information into account. The differential entropy h(A) of a random393

variable A is defined as given in Equation 5. h(A) can effectively be used to measure the privacy of394

a random variable [16]. ΩA denotes the domain of A. h(A) measures the uncertainty inherent in the395

value of A. 2h(A) is proposed to measure the privacy inherent in the random variable A. This value396

(refer to Equation 4) is also denoted by
∏

(A), where fA(a) is the density function of A.397

∏
(A) = 2h(A) (4)

h(A) = −
∫

ΩA

fA(a)log2fA(a)da (5)

Given a random variableB, the conditional differential entropy ofA is defined according to Equation398
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6.399

h(A|B) = −
∫

ΩA,B

fA,B(a, b)log2fA|B=b(a)dadb (6)

Therefore,
∏

(A|B) = 2h(A|B) denotes the average conditional privacy of A given B. We can use400 ∏
(A|B) to investigate the privacy of an attribute (a data series) after the perturbed version of that401

attribute is released to a third party. Therefore, the conditional privacy loss of A, given B, P (A|B) can402

be given according to Equation 8. I(A;B) is known as the mutual information between the random403

variables A and B, where I(A;B) is given in Equation 7.404

I(A;B) = h(A)− h(A|B) = h(B)− h(B|A) (7)

Let’s consider A to be the original variable and B to be the perturbed version A. P (A|B) provides405

the fraction of privacy of A which is lost by revealing B.406

P (A|B) = 1−
∏

(A|B)/
∏

(A) = 1− 2h(A|B)/2h(A) = 1− 2−I(A;B) (8)

Assume that, B = A+N , where N represents the noise variable, which is independent of A. Since,407

A and N are independent, h(B|A) = h(N). Consequently, we can represent P (A|B) using Equation 9408

as I(A;B) = h(B)− h(N).409

P (A|B) = 1− 2−(h(B)−h(N)) (9)

From Equation 8,
∏

(A|B) (the privacy of A after revealing B) can be obtained using Equation 10.410

∏
(A|B) =

∏
(A)× (1− P (A|B)) (10)

The lower the value of
∏

(A|B), the lower the privacy of A, when B is released. Hence, for a411

given dataset we consider the minimum of
∏

(Xi|Xp
i ) returned by all the attributes to identify the412

minimum privacy guarantee (where Xp
i represents the perturbed version of the attribute, Xi). To413

obtain
∏

(Xi|Xp
i ), we should know the density function of Xi. For this purpose, we used an approach414

which declares a certain number of bins within the range of 0 to 1. Next, we assign the values of a415

particular variable to each bin and find the probability of each bin using the number of values assigned,416

as shown in Algorithm 1, which is used to generate the inherent uncertainty of a particular attribute417
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(h(attribute)).418

Algorithm 1: Generating the inherent uncertainty h(X) of an attribute (X(attribute))

Input:
X ← attribute

bw ← bin window size (default: 0.01)

Output: h(X) ← the inherent uncertainty of X

1 declare bn (bins) from 0 to 1 with an window interval of bw;

2 normalize X between 0 to 1;

3 assign the values of X to the bins in bn;

4 count the number of values assigned to each bin in bn;

5 generate the density function of X (fX(x)) by calculating the bin probabilities of each bin in bn;

6 h(A) = −
∫

ΩA
fA(a)log2fA(a)da;

7 return h(A)

419

We use Algorithm 2 to generate the minimum privacy guarantee of a perturbed dataset.420

Algorithm 2: Generating minimum empirical privacy guarantee min
∏

(Xi|Xp
i ) for a perturbed dataset

Input:

D ← original dataset with n number of attributes

Dp ← a perturbed instance of the original dataset, D

bw ← bin window size

Output: min{
∏

(Xi|Xp
i )}ni=1 ← the minimum empirical privacy guarantee

1 for each attribute Xi and its perturbed attribute, Xp
i do

2 noiseXi
= Xp

i −Xi;

3 h(Xi) = Algorithm1(Xi);

4 h(Xp
i ) = Algorithm1(Xp

i );

5 h(noiseXi
) = Algorithm1(noiseXi

);

6 I(Xi;X
p
i ) = h(Xp

i )− h(noiseXi
) ;

7 P (Xi|Xp
i ) = 1− 2(−I(Xi;X

p
i ));

8
∏

(Xi) = 2h(Xi);

9
∏

(Xi|Xp
i ) =

∏
(Xi)× (1− P (Xi|Xp

i ));

10 return min{
∏

(Xi|Xp
i )}ni=1

421

4.2. Attack Resistance Quantification422

During the attack resistance quantification, PPaaS runs the corresponding pool of data reconstruc-423

tion attacks on the perturbed instances. For example, if the pool of perturbation algorithms contain j424

number of perturbation algorithms, and the pool of data reconstruction attacks contain k number of425
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approaches, testing all k attacks on j perturbation instances of input dataset will produce j×k number426

of reconstructed data instances for a given dataset. In the proposed setting, we assume that all the427

attributes of a particular dataset are equally important, and we make it sure by applying z-score nor-428

malization to the input datasets. After generating each reconstructed data instances, we measure the429

variance, V (P ) (where P = (Xr−X)) between the attributes of the corresponding reconstructed data430

instance and the original dataset. The more different the reconstructed data from original data, the431

better the perturbation has been. V ar(P ) provides an effective mechanism to capture this notion [18].432

Hence, the higher the V ar(P ), the higher the difficulty in reconstructing original data from perturbed433

data. If Xr is a reconstructed data series of attribute X, the level of strength of the perturbation434

method can be measured using V ar(P ), where P = (Xr−X). V ar(P ) can be given by Equation 11.435

V ar(P ) = V ar(p1, p2, . . . , pn) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(pi − p̄)2 (11)

Next, the attribute having the minimum of all V ar(P ) (hence the minimum difference between436

the corresponding attribute) is considered as the most vulnerable attribute of the dataset (or the437

most successfully reconstructed attribute). The higher the V ar(P ), the higher the strength of the438

corresponding attribute, as V ar(P ) indicates the difficulty of estimating the original data from the439

perturbed data ([2]). Equation 12 shows the generation of the minimum variance, V ar(P )min) for a440

particular reconstructed dataset instance.441

V ar(P )min = min{V ar(P1), V ar(P2), . . . V ar(Pn)} (12)

In this way, PPaaS will produce t number of V ar(P )min values if t number of data reconstruction442

attacks are being tested on a single perturbed instance of the input dataset. From these t instances,443

we select the minimum variances V ar(P )min value, which represents the minimum guarantee of attack444

resistance of a particular perturbed data instance, as shown in Equation 13.445

V ar(P )min = min{V ar(P )min
1 , V ar(P )min

2 , . . . V ar(P )min
t } (13)

Finally, we scale the V ar(P )min values within 0 and 1, by applying Equation 14 to the corresponding446

pool. The value returned from Equation 14 is considered as the input to the FIS (which accepts inputs447
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of range: [0, 1]).448

resistance input =
V ar(P )imin

max{V ar(P )1
min, . . . , V ar(P )nmin}

(14)

4.3. Utility Quantification449

The accuracy of the results produced by the requested service is evaluated experimentally to gener-450

ate the empirical utility. If the application being examined is classification, the classification accuracy451

is generated for all the privacy preservation algorithms in the pool for the corresponding type of data452

classification. However, if the corresponding pool of applications contains more than one application453

to be tested, the minimum accuracy (the minimum guarantee of utility) returned by the corresponding454

perturbed data instance is considered.455

For the experimental evaluation of PPaaS we consider only data classification. The utility of456

data classification can be quantified based on different metrics such as precision, recall, F-measure,457

accuracy [51]. Any one of these metrics should provide a reasonable approach to measure the utility458

of a data classification result. It is the application that determines which one of these is the most459

suitable metric. PPaaS chooses the best perturbed dataset by considering all privacy preservation460

approaches’ relative performance on an input dataset. Hence, the primary requirement of PPaaS is to461

use only one suitable metric for the utility quantification. For the experimental analysis of PPaaS, we462

chose classification accuracy measured using Equation 15 (where TP = the number of true positives,463

TN = the number of true negatives, FP = the number of false positives, FN = the number of false464

negatives) for the utility quantification of the privacy preservation approaches.465

Accuracy =
(TP + TN)

(TP + FP + FN + TN)
(15)

4.4. Algorithm for generating FI466

Algorithm 3 is used for generating FI for a particular pool of privacy preservation algorithms.467
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Algorithm 3: Algorithm for generating FI for a pool of algorithms

Input:
D ← input dataset

[pp1, pp2, . . . , ppn] ← pool of privacy algorithms

Output:
BDi ← selected perturbed dataset

ppi ← selected privacy preserving algorithm

1 perturb D using the pool of algorithms to generate Dp
1 , D

p
2 , . . . , D

p
n;

2 for each perturbed dataset, Dp
i do

3 generate minimum privacy guarantee (pii) using Algorithm 2;

4 generate minimum attack resistance guarantee (vpi) using Equation 14;

5 generate minimum utility guarantee (ui) by running the corresponding application pool on Dp
i (refer

to Section 4.3);

6 generate the fuzzy index (FIi) by considering pii, vpi and ui, as inputs to the fuzzy inference system

(FIS);

7 select the dataset (BDi) that returns the highest FI;

468

5. Results469

In this section, we provide the results of PPaaS in selecting the best perturbed dataset from470

a particular pool of algorithms. During the experiments, we consider five classification algorithms:471

Multilayer perceptron (MLP), k-nearest neighbor (IBK), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SVM),472

Naive Bayes, and J48 ([52]). We use four privacy preservation algorithms: rotation perturbation473

(RP), geometric perturbation (GP), PABIDOT, and SEAL ([2]), which are benchmarked for utility474

for the selected classification algorithms ([2]). The algorithms were tested on five different datasets475

retrieved from the UCI machine learning data repository1. Table 1 provides a summary of the datasets.476

For the generation of the minimum guarantee to attack resistance, we used three data reconstruction477

attacks: (1) naive estimation (naive inference), (2) Known I/O attack [6], and (3) ICA (Independent478

Component Analysis)-based attacks [6]. The corresponding data reconstruction attacks were run on479

the perturbed instances, and the standard deviation of the difference between the normalized original480

data and the reconstructed data for each instance was recorded. For the known I/O attack, we assumed481

that 10% of the original data is known to the adversary. We set the number of iterations to 10 for both482

RP and GP with a noise factor (sigma) of 0.3 (the default setting). During the experiments, we used483

1http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php
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a noise standard deviation (σ) of 0.3 for PABIDOT, whereas an ε of 1 was maintained for SEAL. All484

the experiments were run on a Windows 7 (Enterprise 64-bit, Build 7601) computer with an Intel(R)485

i7-4790 (4th generation) CPU (8 cores, 3.60 GHz) and 8GB RAM.486

Table 1: A summary of the datasets used for the experiments.

Dataset Abbreviation Number of Records Number of Attributes Number of Classes

Wholesale customers2 WCDS 440 8 2
Wine Quality3 WQDS 4898 12 7
Page Blocks Classification 4 PBDS 5473 11 5
Letter Recognition5 LRDS 20000 17 26
Statlog (Shuttle)6 SSDS 58000 9 7
HEPMASS7 HPDS 3310816 28 2
HIGGS8 HIDS 11000000 28 2

In the proposed experimental setting, we consider 25 case studies where each case study considers487

one of the five classification algorithms and one of the five datasets. We consider a pool of four data488

perturbation algorithms: RP, GP, PABIDOT, and SEAL; (CS stands for ”case study”) as shown in489

Tables 2 and 4. Next, we evaluated the performance of each privacy preservation algorithm in each490

case to generate the ranks (Fuzzy Indices: FIs) and recorded them in Table 4.491

Table 2: Classification accuracies returned by four privacy-preserving algorithms and five different classification algo-
rithms, and the minimum privacy guarantees generated according to Equations 12 and 14 using the differences between
original and perturbed data. (CS: case study)

Dataset Privacy
preserving
algorithm

Utility after privacy preservation Privacy guarantee
MLP
CS 1

IBK
CS 2

SVM
CS 3

Naive Bayes
CS 4

J48
CS 5

min(
∏

(Xi|Xp
i ))ni=1

Scaled
min(

∏
(Xi|Xp

i ))ni=1

LRDS RP 0.7404 0.8719 0.7107 0.4841 0.6489 1.0160 0.9981
GP 0.7912 0.9305 0.7792 0.5989 0.7054 1.0169 0.9990
PABIDOT 0.7822 0.9224 0.7848 0.6280 0.7262 1.0179 1.0000
SEAL 0.8059 0.9367 0.8171 0.6310 0.8528 1.0157 0.9978

PBDS RP 0.9200 0.9552 0.8999 0.3576 0.9561 0.9988 0.9979
GP 0.9024 0.9567 0.8993 0.4310 0.9549 1.0009 1.0000
PABIDOT 0.9583 0.9476 0.9209 0.8968 0.9492 0.9927 0.9838
SEAL 0.9634 0.9673 0.9559 0.8697 0.9634 0.9974 0.9965

SSDS RP 0.9626 0.9980 0.8821 0.6904 0.9951 0.9991 0.9992
GP 0.9873 0.9981 0.7841 0.7918 0.9959 0.9999 1.0000
PABIDOT 0.9865 0.9867 0.9280 0.9134 0.9874 0.9920 0.9921
SEAL 0.9970 0.9921 0.9851 0.8994 0.9987 0.9961 0.9962

WCDS RP 0.8909 0.8500 0.8227 0.8455 0.8682 1.0078 0.9974
GP 0.9182 0.8659 0.8500 0.8432 0.8886 1.0078 0.9974
PABIDOT 0.9045 0.8545 0.8841 0.8886 0.8841 1.0104 1.0000
SEAL 0.8932 0.8682 0.8909 0.8841 0.8659 1.0072 0.9968

WQDS RP 0.4765 0.5329 0.4488 0.3232 0.4553 1.0268 1.0000
GP 0.4886 0.5688 0.4488 0.3216 0.4643 1.0267 0.9999
PABIDOT 0.5412 0.6182 0.5147 0.4657 0.4916 1.0225 0.9958
SEAL 0.5392 0.6402 0.5202 0.4783 0.8415 1.0255 0.9958

Table 2 shows the classification accuracy and the minimum privacy guarantee produced for each492

2https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Wholesale+customers
3https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Wine+Quality
4https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Page+Blocks+Classification
5https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Letter+Recognition
6https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Statlog+%28Shuttle%29
7https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/HEPMASS#
8https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/HIGGS#
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pool of privacy preservation algorithms. During the minimum privacy guarantee generation, we used a493

bin size of 0.01 (the default value) in Algorithm 1. In each pool, the input datasets were perturbed using494

the four privacy preservation algorithms. Then the perturbed data were analysed by each classification495

algorithm to generate classification accuracy (utility) values. Table 3, includes the
√
min(V ar(P ))496

values generated during the attack resistance analysis.497

Table 3: Analysis on the minimum attack resistance guarantee.

Dataset Privacy-
preserving
algorithm

√
V ar(P )min values returned under each attack

NI ICA I/O
√
V ar(P )min

scaled√
V ar(P )min

LRDS RP 0.8750 0.4057 0.0945 0.0945 0.1353
GP 1.3248 0.6402 0.0584 0.0584 0.0836
PABIDOT 1.4046 0.7038 0.6982 0.6982 0.9994
SEAL 1.4061 0.7024 0.6986 0.6986 1.0000

PBDS RP 0.7261 0.5560 0.0001 0.0001 1.4426e-04
GP 0.2845 0.1525 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PABIDOT 1.4102 0.6951 0.6755 0.6755 0.9745
SEAL 1.3900 0.7008 0.6932 0.6932 1.0000

SSDS RP 1.2820 0.1751 0.0021 0.0021 0.0030
GP 1.4490 0.0062 0.0011 0.0011 0.0016
PABIDOT 1.4058 0.7069 0.7031 0.7031 1.0000
SEAL 1.4065 0.7038 0.7027 0.7027 0.9994

WCDS RP 1.0105 0.6315 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
GP 1.4620 0.1069 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PABIDOT 1.3680 0.6771 0.6512 0.6512 0.9931
SEAL 1.3130 0.6775 0.6557 0.6557 1.0000

WQDS RP 1.2014 0.4880 0.0057 0.0057 0.0083
GP 1.3463 0.3630 0.0039 0.0039 0.0057
PABIDOT 1.4019 0.7034 0.6901 0.6901 1.0000
SEAL 1.3834 0.7018 0.6859 0.6859 0.9939

The values in Tables 2 and Table 3 are evaluated using the proposed fuzzy model to generate the498

ranks for each privacy preservation algorithm and perturbed dataset as given in Table 4. The highest499

ranks generated in each pool of algorithms are in bold and highlighted in colour. Although SEAL has500

the best performance results in many cases, the table clearly shows that the input dataset and the501

choice of application (e.g. classification) are also important when selecting the best privacy preservation502

approach. Consequently, this result does not mean that SEAL will outsmart other algorithms in other503

applications with other datasets.504
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Table 4: The best choice of perturbation in each pool based on the highest FI rank values returned.

Dataset Privacy-
preserving
algorithm

FI rank values returned in each Case Study (CS)
MLP
CS 1

IBK
CS 2

SVM
CS 3

Naive Bayes
CS4

J48
CS 5

LRDS RP 0.2744 0.2722 0.2744 0.2523 0.2744
GP 0.2023 0.2005 0.2023 0.2023 0.2023
PABIDOT 0.8104 0.8471 0.8115 0.8390 0.8068
SEAL 0.8190 0.8479 0.8230 0.8378 0.8338

PBDS RP 0.1496 0.1496 0.1496 0.1496 0.1496
GP 0.1495 0.1495 0.1495 0.1495 0.1495
PABIDOT 0.8407 0.8402 0.8378 0.8343 0.8403
SEAL 0.8490 0.8491 0.8487 0.8375 0.8490

SSDS RP 0.1505 0.1505 0.1505 0.1505 0.1505
GP 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500
PABIDOT 0.8479 0.8479 0.8453 0.8437 0.8479
SEAL 0.8495 0.8493 0.8492 0.8431 0.8501

WCDS RP 0.1495 0.1495 0.1495 0.1495 0.1495
GP 0.1495 0.1495 0.1495 0.1495 0.1495
PABIDOT 0.8428 0.8325 0.8393 0.8402 0.8393
SEAL 0.8422 0.8372 0.8418 0.8406 0.8367

WQDS RP 0.1522 0.1523 0.1522 0.1522 0.1522
GP 0.1513 0.1514 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513
PABIDOT 0.8486 0.8398 0.8491 0.8368 0.8477
SEAL 0.8480 0.8342 0.8485 0.8426 0.8292

5.1. Scalability of PPaaS505

It is important that PPaaS runs in an high performance computing-based environment, as it involves506

multiple processing modules and heavy computation. We can identify two modules of PPaaS: (1)507

Generating perturbed instances and (2) Running the data reconstruction attacks as those needing508

the most computation. As shown in Figure 6, PPaaS can run the steps multiple times until the509

FI value reaches a certain threshold (FIT ). The parallel processing capabilities of implementational510

components, such as PySpark, allow PPaaS to utilize independent processing modules efficiently. It511

is also essential that the privacy-preservation approaches used in the PPaaS method repository are512

efficient enough and capable of dealing with high-dimensional data (e.g. big data). Table 5 shows513

the performance (scalability) of the privacy-preservation algorithms when they are applied to high-514

dimensional data. For this experiment, we used an SGI UV3000 supercomputer, with 64 Intel Haswell515

10-core processors, 25MB cache, and 8TB of global shared memory connected by SGI’s NUMAlink516

interconnect. As shown in Table 5, PBDOT and SEAL perform extremely well compared to RP and517

GP, and may be the preferred privacy-preservation algorithms under complex scenarios such as the518

privacy preservation of big data.519
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Table 5: Efficiency of the privacy preservation algorithm used in the experiments when they are introduced to high-
dimensional data

Dataset Dimensions RP GP PABIDOT SEAL (ws = 10,000)

HPDS 3310816×28 Not converged Not converged 2.9 hours 97.82 seconds
for 100 hours for 100 hours

HIDS 11000000×28 Not converged Not converged 11.16 hours 1.02E+03 seconds
for 100 hours for 100 hours

6. Discussion520

In this paper, we proposed a new paradigm named privacy preservation as a service (PPaaS), to521

improve the process of privacy preservation of a dataset or application, eventually improving the utility522

of existing and new privacy preservation approaches. The domain of data privacy contains a plethora523

of different privacy preservation approaches that have been proposed for different types of applications.524

However, there are still challenges when it comes to identifying the best privacy preservation method for525

a given dataset and a certain application; in particular, providing the best utility and maintaining pri-526

vacy at a high level is difficult. Consequently, it is a highly complex process to identify the best possible527

privacy preservation approach for a particular application. PPaaS provides a solution by introducing528

a service-oriented framework that collects existing privacy preservation approaches and semantically529

categorizes them into pools of applications. Developers of new privacy preservation algorithms can530

introduce their methods to the PPaaS framework and add to the corresponding pools of applications.531

When a data owner/curator wants to apply privacy-preservation to a particular dataset, PPaaS will532

rank the methods in the relevant pools of applications with respect to the dataset. The ranks are533

expressed in the form of a Fuzzy Index (FI). FI values are generated using a fuzzy inference system534

that takes three inputs: privacy (the minimum privacy guarantee), attack resistance (the minimum535

guaranteed attack resistance), and utility (the minimum guaranteed utility). PPaaS quantifies privacy536

using a metric (
∏

(Xi|Xp
i )) based on differential entropy of input data and perturbed data. PPaaS537

considers the concept of minimum privacy guarantee (min{
∏

(Xi|Xp
i )}ni=1), where the minimum of538 ∏

(X1|Xp
1 ) to

∏
(Xn|Xp

n) is considered. The strength of the weakest attribute in a perturbed dataset539

is min{
∏

(Xi|Xp
i )}ni=1, and is called the minimum privacy guarantee. The attack resistance minimum540

guarantee is measured by testing the strength of the perturbed instances against the corresponding541

pool of data reconstruction attacks. For this task, each data reconstruction attack will reconstruct542

a dataset by attacking the perturbed data instance. Each reconstructed dataset is compared with543

the original dataset to produce n number of V ar(P ) values, where P represents the difference be-544

tween an original attribute and its reconstructed attribute, and n is the number of attributes. From545
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the n number of V ar(P ) values the minimum V ar(P ) (V ar(P )min) is selected to represent the most546

vulnerable attribute under the corresponding attack. From all the reconstructed instances, the min-547

imum V ar(P )min (V ar(P )min) is selected to represent the overall vulnerability of the corresponding548

perturbed instance under the given set of attacks. The utility is the accuracy measured under the549

corresponding set of applications in the application pool. For example, when the application is data550

classification, PPaaS considers classification accuracy as the utility measurement. PPaaS selects the551

privacy preservation approach or the perturbed dataset that returns the highest FI, which represents552

the case with the best balance between privacy and utility.553

We ran experiments with PPaaS using five different datasets, five different classification algorithms,554

and four different privacy-preservation algorithms that are benchmarked to produce good utility over555

the corresponding classification algorithms. Our experiments show that the four privacy preservation556

algorithms are ranked differently based on the application and the input dataset. The highest values557

of FI indicate the highest privacy, attack resistance, and utility with the best balance between them.558

After comparing the FI values (available in Table 4) generated using the values available in Table 2,559

we can conclude that FI provides high values, if and only if all utility, privacy, and attack resistance560

returned by the corresponding method are high. In all other cases, the fuzzy inference system (FIS)561

produces lower values for the FI. Hence, FI enables PPaaS to identify the best-perturbed dataset562

generated by the most suitable privacy preservation algorithm for the corresponding pool of algorithms563

and for the corresponding input dataset. As described in the introduction (refer to Section 1), selecting564

the best perturbation approach has to consider several aspects; this research focuses on privacy, attack565

resistance and utility, and performance is of secondary importance. By imposing a limit on execution566

time, PPaaS still ensures that computations will be completed in finite time, as shown in Section 5.567

7. Conclusion568

This paper introduced a novel framework named Privacy Preservation as a Service (PPaaS), which569

tailors privacy preservation to stakeholders’ needs. PPaaS reduces the complexity of choosing the best570

data perturbation algorithm from a large number of privacy preservation algorithms. The ability to571

apply the best perturbation while preserving enough utility makes PPaaS an excellent solution for572

big data perturbation. In order to select the best privacy preservation method, PPaaS uses a fuzzy573

inference system (FIS) that enables PPaaS to generate ranks that are expressed as fuzzy indices for574

the privacy preservation algorithms applied to a dataset for a given application. The experimental575
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results show that the fuzzy indices are good indicators of a particular privacy preservation algorithm’s576

ability to maintain a good balance between privacy and utility.577
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